Methods to analysis the DOF(degree of freedom) and singularity of pure serial and pure parallel manipulator, which cannot be used to the hybrid manipulator directly, three type of practical topological units and one type of virtual topological unit adopted, Synthesis method of topological dimensionality of the spatial mobility of each topological unit integrated together, architectures of hybrid mechanism discussed, also the formula and process of its topological dimensionality of spatial mobility presented, singularity analysis of hybrid mechanism can be carried out based on the forgoing results.
Introduction
Serial robots and parallel robots are the basic class of robots, serial robots has characteristics of a large working space, large accumulated error on the end of executor, low stiffness, small load carrying capacity, simple solution in forward kinematics and complex solution in inverse kinematics. While parallel robot has characteristics of a small working space, small accumulated error on the end of executor, high stiffness, large load carrying capacity, complex solution in forward kinematics and simple solution in inverse kinematics. Zhou [1] making use the differential method to get the Jacobi matrix of the parallel mechanism, and the singularity of the parallel mechanism is analyzed by using the singularity analysis method of Gosselin and numerical analysis method. Chen [2] proposed the framework of singularity fault tolerant error correction strategy of parallel mechanism with redundant actuation ased on the singular classification of Gosselin. Ji [3] study the different configuration singularity, and puts forward the measures to avoid the initial and global singularity based on the Jacobian matrix of the mechanism. Chen [4] analysis the condition of singularity by using the Jacobian matrix, and specific method is given to avoid the singularity of parallel mechanism. Lu [5] established the kinematics equation of the robot with D-H method, the position inverse solution and Jacobi matrix is obtained by the analysis, condition equation of singularity position of the robot found then. Du [6] use variable substitution simplify the analytical expressions of the singularity trajectory, three dimension visualization description of singularity trajectory of configuration presented by means of the computer simulation. This paper presents a new approach for the analysis on configuration and DOF and singularity judgment based on the adoption of topological unit of kinematic pair and branch chain and group of branch chains of same affiliation and virtual component, combined with the synthesis of topological dimensionality of each topological unit.
Topological Dimensionality of Hybrid Mechanism
Each branch of parallel mechanism consists of a a series of kinematic pair units, which fixed on a basis and connected to a common platform component, diagram and topological map of 6TPT just as Figure 1 show. Elements of serial branch of parallel mechanism and serial elements must be included in hybrid mechanism, the necessary and sufficient condition of hybrid mechanism, namely multi topological units of serial branch chains built in parallel and connected with topological units of kinematic pair must be included. must be exist in the composition of topological map of hybrid mechanism, the correctness of this necessary and sufficient condition can be easily proven by reductio ad absurdum. Figure 1 : 6TPT and its topological map Table 1 : Topological structure and numbers of configurations of common hybrid mechanism In order to found the DOF of common hybrid mechanism under normal condition (non-singularity) based on the spatial moving capability of hybrid mechanism, translation capability Branch chain consists of more than one kinematic pair in series, B M is the result of intersection after union of topological dimensionality of multi kinematic pairs, the process is defined as the synthesis of topological dimensionality. The same direction of axis, union or intersection take any one is allowed, different direction of axis, all should be included in union and the intersection will not exist.
following formula achieved, in expression (1) and (2), (1)
The topological structure of common hybrid mechanism defined as topology following,
In expression (3), VC VC VC VC in turn, the topological structure of mechanism can be transferred into following,
By making use of the formula given in equation (1) and (2), topological dimensionality of this hybrid mechanism can be achieved. First to obtain the topological dimensionality of basic topological units of C series and B series, take the virtual component in expression (4) as one topological unit of virtual kinematic pair, result will be obtained as following, 
Virtual components
VC VC VC  belong to the same level, there is no relationship of inclusion and cross between them, at least one topological dimensionality contained in each virtual component, that is
The DOF of mechanism can be obtained from the number of dimensionality M of hybrid mechanism.
Judgment of Singularity of Hybrid Mechanism
Topological dimensionality of mechanism can be obtained from the method of synthesis of topological dimensionality, and the general expression of topological dimensionality of spatial moving capability of mechanism can be deduced as following, exists when these two kinds of singularity occur in the same mechanism.
Example Analysis
Take the hybrid mechanism for example, which as show in Fig. 2, B1 denote the 3-RPR parallel mechanism, C1 denote the translation joint along the axis Oz, C2 denote the translation joint along the axis Oy, make use of the method described from the above, we can found its degree of freedom and its singularity. Firstly, the topological structure of the parallel part B1 of hybrid mechanism mechanism can be transferred into virtual component 1 VC , which equivalent to a translation pair P along the axis Oz. Secondly, according to expression (1) and (2) and (8), we get the topological dimensionality of the whole mechanism include B1 and C1 and C2,
Thirdly, from the expression (9), we can know the dimensionality of this hybrid mechanism is 2, namely the DOF of this mechanism is 2.
Finally, the reduced volume of spatial moving capability of part B1 in this condition indicated as   is the small singularity.
Conclusion
New approach to analysis the DOF and singularity proposed by making use of the theory on topological unit of kinematic pair and branch chain, as well as group of branch chains of same affiliation and virtual component etc. Included, through the synthesis of topological dimensionality of each topological unit, Formula and process for the topological dimensionality of spatial moving capability of commonly hybrid mechanism obtained with given number of topological unit of C series and B series, singularity can also be judged from the this results, the relationship between singular working space found as well. Example analysis carried out to identify the validity of this method, which will play great importance in relative research in hybrid mechanism.
